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Infamous Bastille had country club charm: exhibit
AP
------------------------------------------

A roaring fireplace, a warm
bed, some wine and little
pastries welcomed people to
La Bastille. This was no
charming inn, but the notorious French prison, stormed by
an angry Parisian mob on July
14, 1789, in an outburst that
helped set off the French Revolution.
For the first time, an exhibit
in Paris has pulled together
archives on the prison to offer
a glimpse into the hidden
world of the Bastille. It shows
the inmates’ relative comfort
— and why it became such a
target of revolutionary ire.
‘‘I maintain it was a 5-star
prison,’’ said historian and
Bastille expert Claude Quetel.
He said the prison’s privileged
position came from being directly under the king’s eye,
both geographically and because it was where monarch
after monarch sent his personal enemies.
It housed on average 40 inmates a year, each of whom
had his or her own cell. The
king’s own physician would
tend to the prisoners, who also
benefited from the services of
an apothecary and a midwife,
according to Elise Dutray, a
cocurator of the exhibit at the
Bibliotheque de l’Arsenal.
‘‘Everyone would fuss over the
prisoners,’’ she said.
Wealthy inmates such as
the philosopher Voltaire and
the Marquis de Sade lived in
private apartments and could
bring their own household
items, receive guests and even
throw dinner parties, according to the curators.
But the Bastille was still a
prison. Its eight imposing medieval stone towers made escaping particularly difficult.
‘‘There were three doors to a
cell, and three locks to each
door,’’ Dutray said.
Built between 1370 and 1380
as a fort to protect the south of
Paris, the Bastille proved a
poor military defense. It was
the famed Cardinal of Richelieu who in the 17th century
converted the building into a
prison.
The king could send whomever he wanted to prison without a trial, with a simple
sealed letter.
‘‘It was arbitrary — people
would go in without knowing
why, and would come out with-

out knowing when,’’ Dutray
said.
People were not put in the
Bastille for crimes such as
theft or murder. They were
there for troubling the social
order. This included Protestants, homosexuals, prostitutes, traitors, and anyone
who dared say anything
against the king or his reign —
which meant most of the prisoners were authors, publishers and book peddlers.
Life inside the Bastille had
its limitations, and communications with the outside world
were strictly controlled. One
prisoner sent a message on his
handkerchief written out of
coffee and soot, on display in
the exhibit. Another smuggled
his out in a cheese. One prisoner sewed a message onto a
piece of cloth, claiming his innocence and asking whoever
found it to help him.
‘‘ ‘Secret’ is the word that
defines this prison. Prisoners
who left the Bastille would
have to sign a register promising to never talk about the
prisoners they saw in the Bastille or what they lived
through,’’ Dutray said.
This meant not much was
known about what went on in
the prison. Members of the
public relied on books with exaggerated accounts of torture
and suffering to form their
opinions.
The Bastille archives tell,
as well, of a severely ill elderly
woman who was imprisoned
for being Protestant. Her
daughter was allowed to accompany her in the prison,
and she hid the gravity of her
mother’s condition so that her
mother wouldn’t have to convert to Catholicism to receive
the Last Rites.
After her mother’s death,
‘‘her daughter remained a
prisoner because no one knew
what to do with her, and finally
after a few years she was sent
to a convent for newly converted nuns,’’ said Danielle Muzerelle, cocurator of the exhibition.
Louis XVI implemented reforms to the penitentiary system, abolishing torture in prisons in 1780 and destroying the
unhealthiest prisons. He even
had plans to destroy the Bastille and replace it with a public
square named after himself.
The plans were later revived,
though the square today is
called Place de la Bastille.
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A third of S. Africa men admit rape

Despised rallying point for French Revolution
pampered arbitrary prisoners in ‘5-star’ style
Paris

IN BRIEF

Johannesburg AP
A new survey says more than one in three South African men
admit to having committed rape.
A 2010 study led by the government-funded Medical Research
Foundation says that in Gauteng Province, home to
Johannesburg, more than 37 percent of men said they had raped
a woman. Nearly 7 percent of the 487 men surveyed said they
had participated in a gang rape.
More than 51 percent of the 511 women interviewed said they
had experienced violence from men, and 78 percent of men said
they had committed violence against women. A quarter of the
women interviewed said they had been raped, and the study
says only one in 25 rapes are reported to police.
A survey by the same organization in 2008 found that 28
percent of men in Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal provinces
said they had raped a woman or girl. Of the men who had
committed rape, one-third did not feel guilty, said Rachel
Jewkes, a lead researcher on both studies. Two-thirds of the
men surveyed in that study said they raped because of a sense of
sexual entitlement. Other popular motivating factors included a
desire to punish women who rejected or angered them, and
raping out of boredom, Jewkes said.
Jewkes believes South Africa’s history of racial division and
associated trauma is part of the reason for the high incidence of
sexual violence in the country. Men who were abused or
experienced trauma during their childhood are much more
likely to rape, she said, adding that apartheid destroyed family
life, fostering violence and antisocial behavior. The apartheid
period also saw very little enforcement of common law, which
has contributed to a culture of impunity, said Jewkes.

Bank robber uses police phone

Before the storm: This illustration provided by the National Library of France shows ‘‘L’homme au Masque de Fer’’ (‘‘The Man in
the Iron Mask’’) in the Bastille prison around 1789. AP
But the king’s reforms had
little effect on public opinion.
The Bastille had symbolized
royal abuse for generations.
‘‘It was the most famous,
the most feared and the most
hated prison,’’ Quetel said.
On July 14, 1789, the people
of Paris, many of them starving, revolted against the king
following the failure of negotiations to reform the system of
privileges, the strict and unproductive social code that
was ruining the country.
When they stormed the Bastille, there were only seven
prisoners inside. The next
day, Parisians began destroying the prison.
Today nothing remains of
the Bastille except a few
carved stones, a door and a
couple of keys that are on display in the exhibit.
The free exhibit, called ‘‘La
Bastille, or a Living Hell,’’ is
showing at the Bibliotheque de
l’Arsenal through Feb. 11.

Eugene Ore. AP
Police didn’t have to go far to find a bank robbery suspect in
Oregon. They say 23-year-old Nathan Alan Bramlage was
spotted after walking into the Eugene police station Wednesday
to use a public phone in the lobby.
The Register-Guard reports an officer recognized the man
from surveillance video of the bank robbery the day before.
Detectives followed and arrested him about two blocks away.
Detective Ralph Burks says Bramlage apparently assumed
police wouldn’t recognize him.
Bramlage was booked into Lane County Jail on a robbery
charge and told police he had used the phone to call his parents.

Peru to show Inca items from Yale
Lima AFP-JIJI
Peru will display rare Inca artifacts next year for the first time
after it recovers them from Yale University in the United States
following a long diplomatic campaign, the Culture Ministry said
Friday. Peru had been locked in a seven-year battle with Yale
over the artifacts, which Bingham brought to the university
between 1912 and 1916 on loan from Peru but never returned.
The 360 artifacts from the 15th century Inca citadel Machu
Picchu include ceramics, pottery, bones and shards discovered
by U.S. archaeologist Hiram Bingham in the early 20th century.
Culture Minister Juan Ossio said the 360 pieces would arrive
between March and May and would be put on display at the
Museum of the Nation in Lima as part of celebrations of the 100th
anniversary of the discovery of the site.

Cops, troops pin down Rio gang

The big house: A drawing from the National Library of France shows a view of the Bastille
prison around 1647. AP

Rio de Janeiro AP
Brazilian soldiers and police exchanged gunfire with drug-gang
members holed up in a massive slum complex Friday, but stood
their ground, trapping the traffickers inside.
About 800 troops are supporting a huge police offensive at the
Alemao complex of shantytowns, an operation that came just a
day after police took control of a nearby slum that also had been
a gang stronghold.
Authorities are not publicizing their plans, but it appears an
invasion of Alemao, one of Rio’s most dangerous slums, was
imminent.

Albania flag day

Celebrating nation’s flag, freedom and unity
Bujar Dida
AMBASSADOR OF ALBANIA
------------------------------------------

Nov. 28 is a happy day for all
Albanians, wherever we are.
We call it Flag
Day and it is the
day that Albania was unified
under one flag
as one nation.
On this festive
day, it is my
d i s t inguished
pleasure as ambassador of the
Republic of Albania to extend,
on behalf of the President of
the Republic of Albania H.E.
Bamir Topi, the Prime Minister H.E. Sali Berisha, the Albanian government and the
Albanian people, the best
wishes for health, peace and
prosperity to Their Imperial
Majesties Emperor Akihito
and Empress Michiko, the
honorable members of the Imperial Family, the government of Japan, the welcoming
Japanese people and the Albanian community in Japan.
Nov. 28 is a very special day
for Albanians. On Nov. 28, 1443,
for the first time in the documented history of the Albanian
people, led in their struggle for
freedom by our national hero,
Gjergj Kastrioti ‘‘Skanderbeg,’’
opposed the Ottoman Empire
and raised the bicephalous eagle banner in Kruja, declaring
Albania independent. Exactly
469 years afterward, on Nov. 28,
1912, the Albanian patriot Isma-

il Qemali raised Skanderbeg’s
banner in Vlora, thus proclaiming Albania a sovereign state.
From medieval times, Albanians have an elemental connection to the eagle, a connection reflected extensively in our
culture, traditions, arts and national psyche, transcending
centuries to the present day.
I am particularly honored today to address all readers of
The Japan Times and to share
with them a few words regarding bilateral relations between
Albania and Japan, marking 88
years of our diplomatic relations, established in April 1922,
and 78 years from the first economic treaty signed between
our two countries. I would also
like to thank the Japanese-Albanian Parliamentary Group,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Japan and the Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA) for their continuous
support.
The bilateral relationship between Albania and Japan is
profound and includes cooperation in areas as diverse as politics, security, economy, trade,
agriculture, tourism, culture
and sports. Special emphasis is
put on the energy sector, mining industry and tourism. To
serve these mutually beneficial
purposes, several joint activities, including promotional
tours, presentations and seminars, were organized in cooperation with JICA, respective Albanian governmental bodies

and the embassy.
In September, an event on
Mining Investment Promotion
in Albania was organized in Tokyo, with participants from the
Albanian Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Energy, JICA and
JOGMEC (Japan Oil, Gas and
Metals National Corp.). The focus of the activity was on the favorable Albanian business climate, improvements and facilitations in legal and physical
infrastructure, and the efficient
utilization of the rich chromium
and nickel resources.
There are major investment
opportunities in the mining sector for Japanese and international companies. A joint project of the Albanian government and Mitsubishi Corp.
successfully finalized the electronic registration of all data of
Albanian mineral resources.
The promotion of tourism remains a priority of the Albanian
government. Substantial investment in roads and highways, major improvements in
accommodation facilities, increased lodging capacity and
the colorful mosaic of Albanian
landscapes have resulted in a 12
percent increase in the number
of tourists so far in 2010. Virgin
beaches, evergreen pine forests, breathtaking lakes, the
Alps, rare wildlife, UNESCO
protected sites and traditional
cuisine are but a few of what Albania has to offer to visitors.
During the JATA World Tourism Congress and Travel Fair,

the Japanese public was introduced by Albanian agencies to
a wide range of tours and opportunities to visit Albania,
‘‘the last mystery of Europe.’’ It
is expected that the number of
Japanese tourists will noticeably increase, considering Albania’s favorable position as a
regional hub and our cultural
heritage. Major tourist attractions remain the three UNESCO World Heritage sites of Butrinti, Berati and Gjirokastra.
Very typical of these three places, besides the very good and
large-scale preservation of the
historical monuments, is their
strong relation to major historical development in the Byzantine and Roman empires, while
Gjirokastra was regarded as a
fascinating city carved out of
stone.
In addition, terrorism, organized crime, climate change
and other global issues have accentuated the need for collective and human security, a concept formulated by Japan and
strongly endorsed by the Republic of Albania, among other
countries. Accession to the
NATO alliance and the fast prospective of European Union
membership not only indicate
the successful set of reforms
taken by the Albanian government, but also underline a warrant of security and factor of
confidence for foreign investors, conducive to the investment of their capital in Albania,
contributing to higher and sta-
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ble socioeconomic development rates for the Albanian
people.
Albania remains solid on the
commitment to NATO and the
aspiration to become an EU
member. The Albanian government will continue to work in
order to increase Albania’s role
in the region and beyond, turning into a producer of peace, security and stability. We believe
that the further process of the
recognition of the Republic of
Kosovo until it becomes a U.N.
member, full implementation
of the Ohrid 2001 Agreement
and the intensified regional cooperation and the advancement
of diplomatic, political, economic and cultural relations
with all the democratic countries is the only solution to
peace and prosperity. The Albanian government is focusing
successfully on Albania’s full
accession to the EU, and starting from Dec. 15, Albanian citi-

zens will be able to move freely
within the EU zone.
The Albanian economy recorded growth of 2 percent in
the first quarter of 2010, mainly
driven by large public investments in the road network. Private sector activity benefited
from strong, albeit slowing,
credit growth, and from improved stability of the energy
supply. So far, the international
financial and economic crisis
has resulted in lower demand
for Albanian exports, a fall in
net inflows of monetary transfers in the form of remittances
and a marked slowdown in
credit growth. Exports in total
were 67 percent higher. The Albanian economy has continued
to grow, at a slower pace, by absorbing the effects of the global
world economic crisis.
Looking toward such optimistic development and the favorable business climate, we
strongly believe that the condi-
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Picturesque: The Mangalem district in the UNESCO World
Heritage site of Berati is renowned for its beautifully
preserved Ottoman-style houses. EMBASSY OF ALBANIA
tions are ripe for major direct
investment from Japanese
companies in all upcoming sectors of the economy. Japanese
citizens can travel freely to Albania without visas, and we
have seen an increased number
of tourist and business visits
from Albanian nationals to Japan. Albanian citizens are
learning the Japanese language and showing consistent

interest in cultural and social
trends.
At this point, I can proudly
conclude that the bridge between our countries has been
built; it should be the goal of
future generations to strengthen and solidify it so that ideas,
goods and values can move
freely, in tandem with the best
aspirations of peace and
friendship.

